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Abstract—Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSNs)
face challenges regarding high propagation delay, limited
bandwidth, 3D topology and excessive energy consumptions. In
this paper, a routing scheme with circular field is proposed for an
efficient collection of data packets by using two mobile sinks in
UWSNs. Results of proposed scheme are compared with previous
implemented schemes which are used to measure the usage of
mobile sink in the collection of data packets. In this study, we
have compared the proposed scheme with current state-of-the-art
routing protocols. The statistical significance of this work was
analyzed in MATLAB. Marked observations to emerge from
obtained results include an improvement in lifetime, increased
throughput, increment in alive nodes and balanced energy
consumption. In our view, these results strengthen the validity of
proposed circular field. A significant increase in received packets
is observed because maximum nodes are alive till 1500 rounds
which provide maximum communication and less chance of
creating void holes.
Keywords—Component; underwater wireless sensor networks;
mobile sink; routing scheme; circlular field

I.

INTRODUCTION

A considerable research has been carried out on terrestrial
sensor networks in different aspects but currently research
community is attracted towards a new era of research in
Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSNs). Human
beings are unable to work at high pressure ocean environment
for a long time. On the other hand, Terrestrial Wireless Sensor
Networks (TWSNs) are feasible but it cannot be considerable
for UWSNs because signals transmission is elusive due to
higher attenuation of aquatic environment. Underwater
Wireless Sensor Network (UWSN) consists of various
components such as sensors and vehicles deployed in acoustic
area for data collection and collaborative monitoring tasks.
Generally, UWSNs differ from TWSNs in terms of sensors
cost, dense deployment of these sensors, communication
method and maximum power required for this communication.
USWNs are being used in several applications of underwater
environment such as observation of chemical pollution, seismic
activities, submarine movements, monitoring of marine
creatures, distributed tactical surveillance, disaster prevention
and military applications. However, UWSNs face challenges
regarding narrow bandwidth, 3D topology, long propagation
delay, media access control, attenuation, harsh geographical

atmosphere, power constraints, losses of connectivity and high
bit error rates. Though, research community has provided
several techniques to cope with these challenges but still gap
lies for research because of variable characteristics of ocean.
Usually underwater communication is different from air due to
varying conductivity, permittivity and permeability [1-2]
parameters.
This technology has already achieved a great stature among
researchers. With the progress in underwater technologies, a
growing research inclination has been noticed by industry as
well as academia in UWSNs [3-4]. Currently, acoustic signals
are in great consideration for underwater applications as they
are more feasible for underwater communications with low
absorption rate [5]. Long transmission range can be achieved
by acoustic communication. However, it faces time-varying
signal distortion and transmission losses. In UWSNs, reliability
and stability of network has paramount importance. The
maintenance of network lifetime in UWSNs is big issue as it’s
difficult to replace those batteries which provide power to
sensor nodes. Recently, researchers are working in underwater
wireless power transfer to tackle these challenges. In addition,
TWSNs routing protocols cannot be implemented to UWSNs
because of limited bandwidth, long propagation delay, energy
constraints, high mobility and non-uniform 3D topology.
Researchers have suggested several routing protocols for
UWSNs. Some routing protocols can enhance the stability
duration of network on the basis of throughput while others
increase throughput on a compromise over packet delay [5]. In
these protocols clustering is considered as the pragmatic
method for load balancing in UWSNs because sensor nodes are
categorized in different groups. Among these sensor nodes,
cluster head is used as leading head [6]. Some researchers
proved that mobile sink is an effective way to enhance
throughput [7]. In order to collect data, these mobile sinks can
connect to individual sensor node or full cluster. In a research
study discussed in [8], authors utilized two mobile sinks to
gather data from sparse regions. It is noticed when both sinks
are located at adjacent positions [9] then throughput is affected
due to same sensor nodes.
Considering above discussion, we were inspired and
implemented a routing protocol which uses two mobile sinks
without covering same transmission area. The overriding
objective of this study is to seek an intelligent use of mobile
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sinks. A previous routing scheme Towards Efficient Sink
Mobility (TESM) [10] is implemented with a circular field
while previously it was taken as rectangular field. A. Yahya et
al. discussed that high MUR represents the effective use of
mobile sinks and obtained MUR results of this work are
compared with SEEC and TESM. The paper is organized as:
Section 2 is based on relevant research discussion. Section 3
will focus on motivation behind this present study. The impacts
of circular network field are evaluated in Section 4 while
results discussion has been carried out in Section 5. Conclusion
and future work is presented in last sections.
II. RELEVANT RESEARCH WORK
Since many years’ researchers have been focusing to design
several UWSNs protocols for qualitative and effective research
analysis. Research community is working with the aim of
paving a way for new era of underwater actuation and
monitoring applications. UWSNs will help us to know ocean
with its envisioned landscape of applications. Researchers have
suggested various routing schemes to achieve better results as
Goyal et al. [11] highlighted capabilities and limitations on the
basis of a survey on UWSN with data aggregation. Khan et al.
[7] designed a routing scheme named as weighting depth and
forwarding area division depth base routing protocol
(WDFAD-DBR). They achieved reliable results in sparse
deployment by minimizing void holes issue. They proposed
balanced energy consumption on the basis of division criteria
of forwarding regions. A SEEC protocol is proposed in [9]. F.
Pan et al. [12] presented an energy-balanced algorithm based
on energy level partition and depth threshold. In this protocol,
mobile sinks can collect data at sparse region and they implied
clustering on dense regions. Wan et al. [13] suggested an
energy efficient scheme based on multilevel cluster selection
criteria which aims to choose cluster head according to high
residual energy and less radius from sink. In [14], network
lifetime of UWSNs is maximized by the assistance of sink
mobility with geographic routing protocol. A reliable energy
efficient routing protocol based on clustering is simulated [15]
for UWSNs. Authors proposed that clustering technique is
useful to reduce energy resources consumption for a sensor
network. Researchers have proposed a routing protocol AEDG
which involves effective data collection through AUV [16].
The usage of multiple mobile sinks to enhance network
lifetime is discussed in previous studies. Authors validated that
a better network lifetime can be achieved through assigning a
predefined path to mobile sinks for movement. While research
study in [17] focuses on relation between ocean currents and
energy hole problems. This study introduces drift speed
calculations. It mentions that drift speed can be calculated at
any time if the current location of sensor nodes is known.
Mobile sink changes its speed after sensing the ocean current
accordingly. It is worth noting that throughput of this proposed
scheme is also better. Many researchers have presented current
research challenges of intrinsic properties, topology control and
potentials in UWSNs through several topology control
algorithms. M. Ma et al. [18] have used a hybrid approach to
maximize network lifetime and minimize the energy holes. In
[19], authors proposed a mechanism for data collection
involving large scale multihop sensor networks. In a recent
work, authors designed data uploading decision making on the

basis of similar data collected [20]. In this research study,
authors maximized the network lifetime in AEDG as AUV is
sent to gather data from gateway nodes. Wang et al. deployed a
selection algorithm based on Heuristic Adaptive Sink Sensor
for prolonging network lifetime and energy saving purposes in
this study. In another research study discussed in [11], Hop ID
is given to specific sensor nodes according to hope count from
sink. Habib M. Ammari [20] investigated sink mobility in a
circular field. The field consists of concentric circular bands to
find a possible solution for optimal sink mobility. In a Doctoral
research study, Erik F. Golen [21] briefly discussed sensing
and communication coverage of sensors in circular regions. In
a recent research work, Chaima Zidi [22] illustrated energy
efficient UASNs in which sensors were deployed in a circular
sensor field. In a systematic review [23], modulation
techniques and channel coding is briefly discussed for discrete
underwater sensor nodes.
III. MOTIVATION
As discussed in [10], authors introduced a novel routing
scheme TESM for efficient sink utility in which two mobile
sinks are involved to gather required data. Authors introduced
a novel metric Mobile Sink Utility Ratio (MUR) which is
useful to measure the utility of mobile sinks while data
gathering. They have used a rectangular field in their proposed
scheme while current study focuses on circular field. Results
have been compared with routing scheme for efficient sink
utility and other previously implemented routing schemes with
regard to network lifetime, throughput, residual energy,
stability and instability period.
IV. SCHEME WITH CIRCULAR FIELD
An efficient use of mobile sinks in UWSNs appears as
maximum throughput with minimum energy consumption. In
this study, a routing scheme TESM discussed in [10] is
considered with a different circular field. The achieved results
will be discussed in next sections.
A. Network Model
This study includes a network circular field with a logical
division of two equal parts. Circular field has a diameter of 100
meters. This logical division is adopted for an efficient
movement of mobile sinks. It is worth noting, three sinks are
used: one is static while other two are dynamic. Two mobile
sinks are placed in each divided portion of circular field to
gather data. The static sink is located above central position of
circular network field. Network model can be seen in Fig. 1.
B. Energy Consumption Model
The transmission distance is represented as D and B
represents the total size of packet. B d and R disp show bit
duration and radio dissipation respectively. The total energy
required [10] for sending B bits packets at transmission
distance D can be calculated by following equation:
𝑬𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔 (𝑩, 𝑫) = (𝑩 ∗ 𝑹𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒑 ) + (𝑩 ∗ 𝑩𝒅 )

(1)

𝑬𝒓𝒄𝒗 (𝑩, 𝑫) = 𝑩 ∗ 𝑹𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒑

(2)

While the energy consumed during packet reception [11]
can be calculated by using equation 2.
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While considering radius r = 50m, the area of two semicircles can be calculated by following equation 7.
𝑨𝒊 =

𝝅𝒓𝟐

(7)

𝟐

i= 1, 2 for two sub regions. As area calculation for both
sub-regions is expressed in above equation, the total area of the
whole circular network field is calculated. Equation 8
expresses the division criteria for each sector of circular
network field.
𝝅

𝜽

𝑺𝒏 = ∫𝟎 � � ∗ 𝝅 ∗ 𝒓𝟐
𝟑𝟔𝟎

(8)

𝑴𝑺𝟏 = ∑𝒏𝒕=𝟎(𝜽 + 𝟒𝟓𝒐 /𝟑𝟔𝟎) ∗ 𝝅 ∗ 𝒓𝟐𝒊

(9)

𝑴𝑺𝟐 = ∑𝒏𝒕=𝟎(𝜽 + 𝟒𝟓𝒐 /𝟑𝟔𝟎) ∗ 𝝅 ∗ 𝒓𝟐𝒊

(10)

Both mobile sinks as represented with MS1 and MS2.
Mobile sinks move 45o in upward direction in a tilt way
towards base station.

Similarly

Here n depicts total sectors while t=0 represents that MS1
and MS2 are at center position of first and second sub-region.

Fig. 1. Network Model.

The residual energy Eris for each sensor node is obtained
from equation 3.
𝑬𝒓𝒊𝒔 = 𝑬𝒊𝒏𝒕 − (𝑬𝒓𝒄𝒗 + 𝑬𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔 )

(3)

Here Eint shows the initial energy level of any sensor node.

C. Circular Network Field Configuration
Here, the procedure provided in literature [10] is followed
to implement routing scheme with a circular network field. For
this purposed work, the circular field is divided into two equal
regions. Two mobile sinks MS1 and MS2 are deployed at
center point of each region at same distance from center of
circle. Nodes are randomly deployed in circular field. MS1 is
present in semi-circle 1 while MS2 is present in semi-circle 2.
Both sinks move at an angle of 450 directing upward towards
base station deployed at terrestrial region. Corresponding sink
receives data from nodes when sink appears within
transmission range of these nodes. Transmission range and
some others parameters are defined in next section. It is
required to find sparse and dense areas after network
deployment. Cluster is formed where nodes are dense. Random
selection of cluster head is made according to highest energy. It
is worth noting; in every round each member is provided
opportunity to become cluster head. Cluster head can
communicate to mobile sink and base station. Remaining nodes
without cluster can communicate each other and can send
packets to mobile sink as well. The coordinates of mobile sinks
can be found from below equations.
𝑿 = 𝒓𝒊 𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝜽𝒊

(4)

𝒀 = 𝒓𝒊 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜽𝒊

(5)

𝑶(𝒙, 𝒚) = (𝟎, 𝟎)

(6)

The circular network field is divided into two semi-circle
regions where radius of each region is r = 50m. The origin of
circle is represented as O(x, y).

V. RESULTS DISCUSSION
To evaluate performance, the results are compared with
previously implemented routing protocols SEEC, TESM and
DBR. Simulation work was carried out by designing a
complete UWSN environment through MATALB [11]. Table I
summarizes simulation parameters.
To evaluate performance of routing protocols, proposed
study considers primary metrics of network stability and
instability period, packets received per round, network residual
energy, network throughput, mobile sink utility ratio and
packets received at sink.
A. Network Lifetime and Stability Period
By considering circular field, network lifetime is improved
as it can be seen in Fig. 2. SEEC did not use two mobile sinks
efficiently as their movement is in sparse regions only.
Considering this transmission range, it is not suggested to use
mobile sinks based on sparse area. Both MS1 and MS2 are
restricted in each semi-circle. Both mobile sinks are moved
upward in a tilt position towards base station. Due to this
movement, a greater stability period performance is obtained as
compared to SEEC, DBR and TESM. The restriction on
movements of both mobile sinks in each semi-circle increases
the stability period. It can be clearly seen that network lifetime
results of proposed work are better comparatively with
previous schemes. Fig. 2 validates more nodes are alive in this
work than SEEC, DBR and TESM.
B. Network Residual Energy
In SEEC, clustering is achieved in top four dense regions
while using only two mobile sinks in sparse regions. In DBR,
energy consumption is more due to selection criteria because
forward nodes are selected on lower depths only. In obtained
results, both mobile sinks are restricted in each potion of
circular field. If number of dense regions exceeds highly than
sparse regions, mobile sinks movement will increase energy
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consumption only. The distance between nodes is larger in
sparse regions whereas it is smaller in case of dense regions.
Residual energy of this proposed work compared with SEEC,
TESM, DBR is plotted in Fig. 3.
TABLE I.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters

Values

Data rate

16 Kbps

Number of nodes

100

Packet size

50 Bytes

Center frequency

30 KHz

Initial energy of nodes

5J

Receive power of packet

0.1 W

Transmission power of packet

2W

Running rounds

3500

No. of Sinks

2

Radius of Circle

50 m

Transmission range

50 m

C. Network Throughput
In Fig. 4, the received packets per round at any sink are
more than SEEC, TESM and DBR. An increased throughput in
this proposed work with circular field can be noticed as sensors
are omni-directional as well. In SEEC, mobile sinks movement
is according to sparse region and in TESM it is based on
selection criteria opted for forwarding nodes.
Fig. 5 is showing the overall received packets at sink.
Therefore, it gives the addition of received packets in both
previous round and next round. Graph shows that more packets
are received at sink than SEEC, TESM and DBR.
D. Mobile Sink Utility Ratio
Fig. 6 is showing the usage of mobile sink is high for data
packets collection as compared to SEEC and lower than
TESM.

Fig. 4. Packets Received Per round.

Fig. 2. Network Lifetime.

Fig. 5. Packets Received at Sink.

Fig. 3. Residual Energy.
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VI. PERFORMANCE TRADEOFF
The proposed work gives better network lifetime,
throughput and balanced energy consumption. It is worth
noting that more nodes are alive while dead nodes are less.
Thus, proposed work concludes a considerable progress of this
work in aspects of stability period, residual energy and
throughput.
VII. CONCLUSION

Fig. 6. Packets Received at Sink.

Results of this scheme are not compared with other routing
schemes as only SEEC and TESM use mobile sinks among all
schemes. Therefore, proposed work is compared with SEEC
and TESM to properly analyze the efficient utilization of
mobile sinks. In these results, motion pattern of mobile sinks
gives high MUR than SEEC but less than TESM because
mobility pattern performance of TESM is better. In this case,
high MUR results as high throughput while it is noticed that
the overall packets collected in SEEC by mobile sinks are
lower which results as low MUR.
E. Dead Nodes
Herein, stability period of implemented routing scheme
TESM [8] with a circular field is shown. A good performance
is noted in terms of stability period as compared to previous
scheme of SEEC, DBR and TESM. In this work, network
remains stabilize for a long time with a minimal consumption
of energy. In proposed study, dead nodes are less than previous
scheme as it is presented in Fig. 7.

Results presented in this work illustrate that optimum and
efficient use of mobile sinks is crucially important in
enhancing network lifetime and throughput. This work has led
us to conclude that a proper distribution of network field and
shape is pivotal. Therefore, proposed work is compared with
SEEC and TESM to properly analyze the efficient utilization of
mobile sinks. In addition, the results of any routing scheme can
be improved if proper use of resources in the protocol is
maintained. In this study, the results while considering a
circular field are compared with previous implemented
schemes. To sum up our work, the proposed circular field is
better in throughput, network lifetime and balanced energy
consumption. A significant increase in received packets is
observed because maximum nodes are alive till 1500 rounds
which provide maximum communication and less chance of
creating void holes. Thus, a good performance is noted in
terms of stability period as compared to previous scheme of
SEEC, DBR and TESM.
VIII. FUTURE WORK
In future, we are aiming to consider scarcity control in
order to improve network lifetime. Though proposed work is
energy efficient and throughput is also achieved but it will
cause delay. Current work includes an investigation of possible
techniques to reduce this delay. The delay in each round will
be evaluated in future research work. Future work is to
concentrate on minimizing interference in dense area which
will make reliable delivery of data packets in any network.
Holding time phenomenon towards reducing packet drop ratio
is deferred to future work.
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